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Abstract

Based on the scientific development concept of examination management, we establish an efficient, standardized examination management system, and build up the scientific and reasonable examination appraisal system. It can promote the learning and teaching through examination, and make the “test”, “teaching” and “learning” harmonious and unified, to push forward the effective management reform of college examination.
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1. Introduction

Examination as a form of testing is often used in teaching [1]-[6]. It is not only to assess the students’ academic performance, help and urge students to systematically master the knowledge and skills, but also to check the teaching effect and promote teachers to improve the teaching work. The examination reform in colleges and universities has been carried out for many years, and has made some progress. But still there has been no substantive breakthrough. Examination reform becomes a mere formality. Ignoring the management of the examination reform is the important factor which cannot be ignored. To change this situation, it is necessary for the department and personnel of management to effectively manage the examination reform.

2. Efficient and Standardized Examination Management System

The core of examination management is to reform effectively and develop scientifically, through scientific management, “people-oriented” education philosophy, changing the testing present situation, to provide a plat-
form and base for students to develop all-round. For scientific examination management it is necessary to eman-
cipate the mind, follow the rules of education teaching, bold practice, have the courage to explore, pay attention
to the effect and efficiency of management.

2.1. Innovating the Content of the Examination Management System

Efficient and standardized examination management system is the premise condition to ensure that the exam
reform is going on smoothly in college, for examination management system it includes the perpetrators and re-
ceiver. Teaching management, the secondary school (department) and the teachers are the implementer in ex-
amination organization, the main contents include the exam concept, the regulations for the test work, The
feedback and improvement of test and the reward safeguard mechanism of exam reform.

2.1.1. Examination Concept

Examination concept is the key to set up on the basis of the test to promote teaching reform, recognize the im-
portance of the examination, it not only plays a strong guiding role on education activity, but also evaluate and
improve the teaching as the basic way to cultivate innovative talents; At the same time it is an important means
of guiding students to learn actively and creatively; It is an important segment to test and improve students’ in-
novative thinking and innovative ability. Scientific and reasonable, encouraging innovation and dynamic test is
helpful to improve teaching effect and teaching quality, cultivate students’ creativity, promote the students’ au-
tonomous learning ability of ascension, ultimately teaching and learning are interactive, mutual harmony into
each other.

2.1.2. The Regulations of Exam Management

The key is to strengthen the producing papers, printing, confidentiality, and security management, testing or-
ganization, marking exam papers, reading scores, analyzing examination paper, binding, archiving, being in the
charge of the examination, touring test and the various links of responsibilities such as routine management. It
needs to emphasize: 1) In the proposition of examination paper it is advocated in the classified guidance, ex-
amination database should be constructed scientifically. According to the different teaching content adjust data-
base in time; after fine-tuning forming the test with volume at random; 2) Organization of the exam. In view of
the different ways of examination reform, according to the mode and characteristics of examination, choice the
corresponding management. Especially in the current case, the network teaching platform has been established
basically, cooperative education is further improved, the teaching mode reform in the classroom continuously
strengthen, in a certain area, of intercollegiate between online test, group discussion, and school internship diary,
the learning (experience) equalization and combining qualitative way of formative assessment. Through the
homework in the class, class discussion, classroom questioning, classroom tests, and so on, by the ways to un-
derstand the students’ master degree, teachers, students, social development main body evaluation, to achieve
higher education park between the mutual recognition of credits and the teaching resources sharing. This is not
only beneficial to the higher level to develop a high level of curriculum resources, but also to improve the edu-
cation resource utilized efficiently.

2.1.3. The Feedback and Improvement of Test

The key is to play a role of examination for the teaching process to examine and promote actively, the feedback
value and improvement of the test. American educator, Scriven M. believed that teachers’ basic professional re-
sponsibilities include nine aspects, there are three aspects related to the test: one is for students to learn to collect
formation, for teachers to compile, select, and manage appropriate tests, to give students and management de-
partments to provide information on students’ progress; Second is to score; Three is to avoid deviation in the
process of grading in possible extent. Led by the United States education evaluation and curriculum theory ex-
pert Taylor’s “review committee” in 1942, put forward the idea of education evaluation, think it should replace
the test with education evaluation. He advocated the education evaluation is to measure the extent of the actual
education activities to achieve education goals, and find out the practical activity and the education target,
through the information feedback, promote education activities as much as possible to achieve education target.
An important concept of modern education assessment is “evaluation is not to prove but to improve”. Through
the evaluation system, the teacher should be able to understand the situation of the students, timely find the
problems existing in the teaching process, the first time to reflect on the teaching method, guide students to im-
prove methods of learning, teachers and students together amend teaching process; Then evaluate, revise, interact recursively, establish “the goal, process, evaluation, feedback and correction” into each other between teaching and learning mode, by test driving the course teaching reform. Therefore, evaluation should not only focus on students’ academic performance, but also discover and develop the potential of the students, understand the requirements in the development of students, help students to understand the self, establish self-confidence, play the education function of evaluation, promote the development of students at the original level.

2.1.4. The Reward Security System of Examination Reform

It should fully embody the dominant position of teachers in the examination reform, for the examination paper, subsidies invigilation, examines to correspond teaching workload (suggest 4 classes teaching workload), to give a reward for test method or the reform of evaluation standard effectively; It is needed to provide all kinds of places for examination reform, equipment and other hardware facilities, special examination reform teaching research funds, is used in the investigation, study and solving the problem in the examination reform. The examination receivers are students, the contents of corresponding system are mainly about measures to prevent students cheating on the examination. In recent years, college students’ cheating in examinations has become one of the most serious problems in the management of teaching, which not only deviate from the aim of education, deviate from the aim of examination, influence the improvement of teaching quality, interfere the credibility of teaching quality assessment, but also add to the bad habits of the students, block the formation of good style of study and school spirit. Therefore, to prevent students cheating on the examination has become one of the important content of examination reform needed to study.

2.2. The Publicity, Implementation and Execution of System

Propaganda and implementation are the two important links to ensure that system is carried out well. Except through the campus media such as newspapers, radio, websites to enhance the promotion of exam further, can also by writing books related publicity, manuals, etc., compile the related management system, documents and other relevant content, so it is advantageous for the related personnel to understand the examination management comprehensively. The key of system construction is the execution. The execution is the starting point and ultimate end-result of system. During the implementation of reform of examination management system it should pay attention to the sustainability in particular, at present this is an important factor caused that the effect of examination reform was not significant. The key of construction of examination management system is continuous, it requires the supervision and feedback of management department and the examinee, it needs a self-correcting and improve continuously. The reason is that the adjustment of content, the reform of examination management, the change of the way of test, all put forward the adaptability of system, so it needs to further improve the management department according to the actual situation.


At present, The evaluation of examination management in colleges and universities is out of control, how about the quality of the exam management is no one concern, have no the corresponding evaluation criteria. To build scientific and reasonable evaluation system for the examination management, to test the proposition, confidential security, organization arrangement, reading over and giving marks, recording scores, binding the examination paper, preservation and so on, check every link and evaluate, it is important to ensure that the examination reform is effective, the management is standard, the quality is improved.

1) The index of evaluation system. In the management of examination reform, the evaluation systems of college exam management have been established, it can not only focus on the quality of evaluation, but also attach great importance to the teaching process; Both focus on academic tests and the students’ development; Give full play to the educational function of subject teaching, promote the full implementation of the school examination reform management. Indexes of the system are set up class 5, 16 secondary index and main observation point to 40, covering from paper proposition to the archive file and so on. Primary index contains papers proposition, confidential security, organizing, marking examination papers, reading scores and binding, all together are five aspects. The secondary indicators include thesis basis, the thesis examination scope, mode and database construction, proposition secrecy and papers, the exam discipline to prevent, examination arrangements, supervise, cruise and exam summary and evaluation, reading group evaluation specification, performance and achieve-
ments recorded, binding test paper, and save, all are total 16. Each secondary index contains series of observation points, to evaluate the whole process of test.

2) The implementation of evaluation. Establishing diversified appraisal system of the examination management, changing the single college evaluation for teaching management department, the department, teaching and research section, the experts, teachers and students and so on participate widely, parties are involved in the multi-agent evaluation, improve the effect of evaluation. College is responsible for all kinds of management of the college exam evaluation; According to the corresponding secondary index department, research section, teachers and students are in charge of the evaluation indicators.

The results of evaluation are linked with the assessment training of school, the ultimate goal of evaluation is “by appraising to build, by appraising to manage”, for the problems found during the evaluation process must be corrected and improved timely, gradually standardize the examination management. Both management and teachers, all should pay great attention to the summary and evaluation of examination. The department of management should focus on the summary and evaluation of specifications, business training, service awareness, the teachers should focus on the summary and evaluation of examination proposition, test mode, distribution of the achievement, problems and improvement. In particular, it should emphasize on the exam evaluation of course, according to the requirements of teaching outline and the distribution of students’ scores and the practical situation of students, teachers should analyze carefully, and through the classroom evaluation or individual evaluation feedback to students, make students know what is he fail to grasp, adjust the way and methods of study, so that the teachers’ teaching and students learning are together improved.

4. Conclusion

Higher education mainly involves “teaching” “learning” and “testing”. “Teaching” is the foundation; “learning” is the guarantee; “testing” is the intermediary. The three aspects are indispensable, linked to each other and dialectical unity. Using the effective management of examination reform can strengthen the system construction. It helps us to understand the importance, purpose and function of the examination, and can change the teachers’ and students’ concept on examination. Building the appraisal system of examination can supervise the whole process. Eventually, it guides the students to study actively and creatively, by “testing” to teach, by “testing” to learn. So we should let “testing”, “teaching” and “learning” be unified effectively.
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